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Introduction
Seattle has become famous for its vibrant culture, progressive lifestyle and environmental
beauty. Our thriving arts community, bike-friendly roads and scenic neighborhoods
routinely rank Seattle among the nation’s best cities to live in.1 While these lifestyle
amenities are valuable on their own, they also depend crucially on a healthy local economy.
A job market that provides meaningful work and rising middle-class incomes is the key to
sustaining Seattle’s cherished cultural amenities in coming decades.
This is not a new idea. Trends in the local economy have long shaped the Pacific
Northwest’s unique culture. The Pike Place Market, the Seattle waterfront, the
Chinatown/ID neighborhood and the Scandinavian-influenced Ballard neighborhood are
all cherished Seattle icons. Today they are considered local culture. But each originally
began as a key part of the local economy. And the
working-class—and often immigrant—families who
helped build them were attracted to Seattle by our thriving
economy.

“Seattle’s cultural
vitality depends on
a healthy, growing
economy.”

In more recent decades Seattle has become a magnet for
what social scientist Richard Florida calls the “creative
class.”2 Artists, engineers and scientists have flocked to
our city. They come for the lifestyle amenities. But what
makes them stay? For many, the answer is economic
opportunity: the belief that Seattle will remain a place where widely-shared prosperity is
possible for them, their children and their grandchildren. An economy that provides rising
wages and business opportunities also provides the leisure time and income that are
essential for maintaining the progressive, culturally rich and environmentally friendly
community Seattle has become famous for.
What is Seattle’s plan for maintaining a healthy economy in the coming decades? Are city
leaders doing the right things? In this article we briefly review lessons from the economic
literature in three areas that are key to Seattle’s continued economic vitality: (1)
transportation; (2) affordable housing; and (3) local economic development.

Key Findings
Transportation
• Transportation investments
provide economic benefits to
local workers and companies.

Affordable Housing
• Housing affordability is a critical
issue for roughly 15 percent of
low-income Seattle households.

Economic Development
• Development policy should
focus on raising per capita
incomes of Seattle residents.

• Light rail expansions should
focus on connecting current and
future employment centers.

• Rent subsidies may be an
equitable way to offset the effect
of regulations that raise rents.

• Customized training connecting
companies and workers is an
effective development policy.

• A variety of dedicated local
transportation revenue options
are available.

• Inclusionary zoning can help
create affordable housing but
also has unintended side effects.

• Early childhood education
programs are powerful economic
development tools.

1
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Alex Conrad, “America’s 50 Best Cities,” Business Week, September 28th, 2012.
Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class. Basic Books, 2002.
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I. What Works in Transportation?
If downtown is the commercial heart of Seattle, the city’s transportation systems are its
veins and arteries. Roads, light rail, buses and bike lanes shuttle families between home,
workplaces, shopping, nightlife, recreation and more. Despite growth in telecommuting and
e-commerce in recent years, transportation remains the foundation of Seattle’s economy.
Just as a healthy body requires a smoothly functioning circulatory system, cities require a
well-functioning transportation system—one that is affordable, reliable, uncongested, and
consistent with our broader social and environmental goals. Conversely, just as congested
arteries can lead to congestive heart failure in a body,
inconvenient rail and bus connections, road
congestion and long commute times can hurt Seattle’s
economic vitality.

“Transportation is
the foundation of a
healthy Seattle
economy.”

Over the next decade, Seattle will experience
unprecedented transportation investments including
LINK light rail across I-90, bridge reconstructions,
bike and pedestrian improvements, a new SR99
tunnel, a new streetcar line, freight plans, high capacity transit to Ballard and more.
However, many transportation challenges remain. As city leaders work to knit this
patchwork of projects into a cohesive strategy, it’s worth reviewing what economic research
tells us about the benefits of these investments to the local economy.
Public transportation affects cities in many ways: socially, politically, aesthetically and
more. Here we narrow our focus to the economic effects. How does transportation benefit
Seattle’s economy?
•

Most economic research on transportation falls into four categories: (1) the impact on
local companies (e.g., output, costs and productivity); (2) the effect on individual wages
and jobs; (3) the rate of return earned by transportation projects compared to other
possible city investments; and (4) the impact of light rail on employment patterns.

•

Impact on Local Companies: Many studies show transportation investments help local
companies by lowering the cost of doing business. One recent literature review found all
nine of the studies it examined found a negative relationship between local public
transportation spending and business costs.3 Most studies show a 10 percent increase in
Seattle’s public transportation capital could cut local business costs by as much as 0.5
percent to 2.0 percent.4 The large numbers of studies in this area with similar findings
provide clear evidence that transportation investments lower costs for local businesses. A
typical example of this type of benefit in Seattle is from investments in freight mobility to
and from the Port of Seattle, which have a clear impact on shipping costs.

•

Impact on the Size of the Economy: Another group of studies shows transportation
investments can directly boost the local economy’s output and increase the size of the

3
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Bhatta and Drennan (2003).
See for example Nadiri and Mamuneas (1994).
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economy.5 Twelve of fifteen prominent studies in this area find transportation has a
positive effect on local economic growth.6 A typical finding is that a 10 percent increase
in public transportation capital can boost the size of Seattle’s economy by 2.5 percent to
5.6 percent, although some studies find smaller effects as low as 0.4 percent.7 One
limitation of this research is that most studies focus on state-level transportation
spending, so local effects could be smaller.
•

Impact on Family Wages: Some studies examine whether local transportation investments
can directly raise wages of city residents. Of the four major studies reviewed in Bhatta
and Drennan (2003) three found transportation had a positive effect on wages. A typical
estimate is that a 10 percent increase in public transportation capital raises annual per
capita income about 1 percent.8 The evidence on local job growth is more mixed: Of the
seven studies reviewed by Bhatta and Drennan, only four found a positive effect.

•

Return on Transportation Investments: Other studies have explored whether local
transportation projects are a good financial investment for cities, compared to the many
other investments they could spend tax dollars on. One study estimates the return on
investment to “public capital” like transportation infrastructure at between 4.9 percent
and 7.2 percent—well above typical interest rates on municipal bonds.9 Another study of
road investments in Maryland found rates of return of up to
10 percent, although estimates vary widely by industry.10
Each illustrates the benefits of well-designed transportation
investments in Seattle.

“Many local
transportation
revenue options
are available.”

•

Light Rail and Employment Patterns: As Seattle expands light
rail, what advice can economic research offer? A 2012 study
of successful transportation investments by 371 transit
providers in the nation’s 100 largest cities offers some
general lessons:11 (1) the main goal of transit should be connecting workers and
employers, and transit expansions should match current and future employment centers;
(2) private-sector firms located near rail lines may be able to support local transit by
helping finance nearby capital improvements; and (3) cities should work to make highdensity construction near rail lines more cost-effective, in part by re-thinking anti-density
policies such as mandatory minimum parking requirements.

•

Local Funding Sources: How should Seattle pay for transportation investments? The
Seattle Department of Transportation receives some funding from local taxes, but most
major transportation funding comes from state and federal governments. Are there better
local revenue options? Many revenue options are available to the city, ranging from auto
insurance taxes to sales and use taxes. For a detailed assessment of the pros and cons of
more than a dozen local transportation revenue options, see Metrolinx (2013).12

5

See for example Aschauer (1989, 1991); Forkenbrock and Foster (1990); Babcock et al. (1997); and Ozbay et al. (2003,
2006, 2007).
6
See Bhatta and Drennan (2003); and Gramlich (1994).
7
See for example Ozbay et al. (2007).
8
Duffy-Deno and Eberts (1991).
9
Nadiri and Mamuneas (1994).
10
RESI (1998).
11
Tomer (2012).
12
The complete Metrolink report is available at www.bigmove.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/AECOM-KPMG-BigMove-Implementation-Economics-Revenue-Tool-Profiles.pdf.
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II. What Works in Affordable Housing?
Affordability of housing is a critical issue in Seattle. Housing costs dominate most family
budgets and influence all other economic decisions. The usual rule-of-thumb from personal
finance is that housing costs should not exceed 30 percent of income. While most Seattleites
are below this threshold, a significant number of poor families spend more than 50 percent
of income on rent—a common threshold used to define unaffordability. For these families,
housing affordability in Seattle is a serious concern.

How to Think about Affordability
•

When is housing not affordable? The answer depends on two factors: (1) the distribution
of income in Seattle, and (2) the level of rents and home prices. Housing can become
unaffordable because family incomes are stagnating, because rents are rising or some
combination of the two. Research shows the crisis of housing affordability in most cities
has been driven mostly by rising rents and home prices.13

•

Housing affordability is a problem mostly concentrated among roughly half of Seattle
households who are renters. And within renters, affordability is a critical issue mostly for
poor and very poor families.

•

How big is the affordability problem? Currently about 21,400 Seattle renters and 19,000
homeowners pay more than half their income in housing costs, or roughly 15 percent of
the city’s 284,000 households.14 Well-designed affordable housing policy should target
these households rather than Seattle renters and homeowners in general.

How Rental Markets Work
To understand how to design good affordable housing policy, it’s important to understand
the dynamics of Seattle’s rental market.
•

What we call the “housing market” is actually a hierarchy of smaller submarkets with
varying rental quality. These range from high-end condominiums to low-end studio
apartments.

•

When new units are built, developers choose the quality and affordability that’s most
profitable to them. Once built, units suffer depreciation that lowers quality, and
landlords can make new investments that raise quality (such as kitchen remodels,
seismic retrofits, energy-efficient appliances, insulated windows and more). In this way,
housing units shift among quality tiers over time through a process economists call
“filtering.”15

13

Quigley and Raphael (2004).
City of Seattle (2009). These figures exclude one-person student households.
15
Early literature on this phenomenon of “filtering” dates back to Ratcliff (1949) and Sweeney (1974).
14
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•

All housing in Seattle is linked through the process of filtering. Luxury apartments from
past decades often become today’s affordable housing, as have many units in the lower
Queen Anne neighborhood. Similarly, today’s affordable housing may become
tomorrow’s premium units after investment by landlords—a process more commonly
known as “gentrification”—as have many units in the Central District, the
Chinatown/ID neighborhood and the Georgetown neighborhood.

•

Because of filtering, the overall supply of affordable housing is determined by new
construction at all levels of quality—not just newly built affordable housing—as well as
the rate at which units filter up and down the quality ladder. Research shows the stock of
affordable housing in cities is sensitive to construction of high-quality units, not just new
affordable units.16

•

Policies that limit the supply of higher-quality housing may raise rents in those markets.
This can inadvertently affect the supply of lower-quality housing as well by giving
landlords of affordable units an incentive to filter them up the quality ladder through
investment.17

What Policies Hurt Affordability?
•

Most economists believe the housing affordability crisis in U.S. cities has been caused by
factors affecting urban housing supply.18 What are those factors?

•

A large number of studies have examined the impact of local regulations on
affordability. These include local zoning laws, land-use regulations, open-space
requirements, construction moratoriums, smart growth boundaries and a variety of other
policies. While most Seattleites agree that these regulations are necessary and desirable,
there is clear evidence that they reduce housing affordability. For example:
o Mayer and Somerville (2000) find cities with heavily regulated housing markets
have consistently lower levels of new housing construction.
o Green, Malpezzi and Mayo (1999) find significantly lower housing supplies and
higher prices in U.S. cities with stricter land-use regulations.
o Studies such as Pollakowski and Wachter (1990), Malpezzi (1996), and Green
(1999) find a clear relationship between the degree of land-use regulations and
housing affordability.19

•

The above studies point to a tradeoff. Regulations such as those requiring seismic
retrofits or the use of fire-retardant materials are clearly desirable. But they are also
costly. If poor families disproportionately bear the burden of Seattle’s environmental and
safety regulations through reduced housing affordability, an equitable solution may be
direct compensation in the form of housing vouchers.

16

Malpezzi and Green (1996).
Somerville and Mayer (2003).
18
Quigley and Raphael (2004).
19
See Quigley and Raphael (2004) for an extensive review of these and similar studies.
17
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•

The City of Seattle currently operates a Rental Assistance Program funded by the 2009
Seattle Housing Levy and administered by the Seattle Office of Housing.20 Experimental
evidence from the Federal Experimental Housing Allowance Program (EHAP) in the
1970s and 1980s shows these types of housing vouchers can be effective without raising
local rents if properly designed.21

•

Micro Housing and Affordability: In recent months the Seattle City Council has considered
limiting construction of new “micro” housing units—small, hostel-style apartments
typically less than 200 square feet. Micro housing can help reduce demand for
traditional studio and one-bedroom apartments, helping lower overall rents. Restrictions
on new micro housing would clearly fall into the category of local housing regulations
that hurt overall affordability. While the decision to allow micro housing involves
complex zoning and safety issues, economic research suggests policies that restrict new
micro housing would work against the broader goal of affordability in Seattle.

What Do We Know About Inclusionary Zoning Laws?
•

Because local budgets are tight, many city officials have advocated the use of off-budget
regulations to promote affordable housing. “Inclusionary zoning” that requires a
fraction of new development be set aside for affordable housing has become popular
throughout California and elsewhere in recent
decades. In May 2013, Seattle passed an inclusionary
zoning law to encourage affordable housing in the
rapidly growing South Lake Union neighborhood.

“Affordable housing
has become a critical
issue facing many
Seattle families.”

•

What does economic theory say about inclusionary
zoning? According to standard theory the effects are
similar to a tax on new housing construction. The
costs will be divided among renters, landowners and
construction firms. If costs are passed through to
renters the result could be higher rents for high-quality units, encouraging “upward
filtering” of existing affordable units. In this way, newly built affordable housing may be
partially offset by reduced supply of existing affordable units elsewhere, undermining the
goal of the policy.22

•

What do empirical studies say about inclusionary zoning?
o A comprehensive 2010 literature review found California’s inclusionary zoning laws
have had some—but not all—the effects predicted by economic theory.23 The laws
shift the mix of housing toward multifamily over single-family housing. As predicted
by theory, rents at the upper-end of the market increased. According to the authors,
“builders express concern that aggressive BMR [“below market rate”] programs
might slow recovery in the residential construction sector” following recessions.

20

Seattle Office of Housing, “2009 Seattle Housing Levy: 2012 Report of Accomplishments” at
www.seattle.gov/housing/levy/docs/SeattleHousingLevy_Report_2012.pdf.
21
Quigley and Raphael (2004).
22
Knaap et al. (2008).
23
Kroll et al. (2010).
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However, they found no evidence that inclusionary zoning slows new housing
construction overall.
o From a 2011 study of inclusionary zoning laws in San Francisco and Boston: “[T]he
amount of affordable housing produced under IZ [“incentive zoning”] has been
modest and depends primarily on how long IZ has been in place. Results from
suburban Boston suggest that IZ has contributed to increased housing prices and
lower rates of production during periods of regional house price appreciation.”24
Some cities have produced thousands of new affordable units through incentive
zoning, while others have seen little or none.25
o A 2008 study of 369 municipalities in California found some undesirable side-effects
of inclusionary zoning laws on local housing markets.26 The authors found in cities
that adopted inclusionary zoning “the share of multifamily housing increases; the
price of single family houses increases; and the size of single family houses decreases.
These results are fully consistent with economic theory and demonstrate that
inclusionary zoning policies do not come without cost.”
•

Overall, research shows inclusionary zoning can produce new affordable housing in
Seattle at little budgetary cost in the short term. However, these policies may also have
negative long-term effects on the local housing market. Studies show inclusionary
zoning laws alone have not alleviated affordability problems in U.S. cities that have
adopted them. Instead, they must be accompanied by broader policies that (1) stimulate
overall housing production at all levels of quality; and (2) directly offer assistance to very
low-income renters.

24

Schuetz et al. (2011).
Furman Center (2008).
26
Knaap et al. (2008).
25
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III. What Works in Local Economic Development?
Local economic development includes city policies aimed at attracting new jobs, businesses
and investment to Seattle. These include business tax incentives, subsidized small-business
loans, start-up incubators and more. There are a large number of academic studies
examining these policies for what works—and what doesn’t work—in local economic
development.27

Focusing on the Right Goals
•

The main goal of local development policy should be raising real per-capita income of
Seattle residents.28 Other secondary goals like number of jobs, growth rates or number of
companies can be misleading—they don’t tell us the quality of the jobs being created,
whether prosperity is being widely shared or not, or whether Seattle residents or nonresident commuters are being hired by the new companies.

•

Once our goal is raising incomes for Seattle residents, it’s clear that local development
policy is really just local labor market policy, since that’s where most Seattleites earn
income. That means economic development policy should either target (1) the demand
for labor through policies that encourage companies to add jobs and pay higher wages;
or (2) the supply of labor through policies that improve workers’ skills and education.29

Business Incentives: Policies that Encourage Labor Demand
•

Policies that encourage more and better jobs in Seattle fall into three broad
categories: (1) they can try to attract outside companies to Seattle; (2) they can try to
retain and expand existing Seattle companies; or (3) they can encourage new
business formation and entrepreneurship in Seattle.

•

As a general rule, business incentives should always target companies in the city’s socalled “export base.” These are companies that earn most revenue from customers
outside Seattle. This includes exporters that sell goods to nearby cities and states, and
tourism-related businesses that bring in dollars from non-residents. Promoting these
firms helps pull in new economic activity from outside the city, rather than simply
reshuffling existing activity among firms.30 Seattle’s scenic location and cultural
amenities present many opportunities for raising local incomes by doing a better job
promoting tourism and international trade.

27

For an extensive survey of research on local economic development policy, see Timothy Bartik (2009), “What Works in
State Economic Development?” in Growing the State Economy: Evidence-Based Policy Options by Stephanie Eddy and Karen
Bogenschneider, editors. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin, pages 15-29.
28
Many economists argue policies should target median real per capita household income as an indicator of the welfare of
middle-class Seattle families, as opposed to mean income which is sensitive to growth in very high-income households.
29
This section draws heavily from Bartik (2009).
30
Bartik (2003).
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•

Well designed business incentives should have all or some of these characteristics:
they should target companies that pay above-average wages, require employers to
show new jobs were actually created, have “claw back” provisions if companies fail
to deliver, undergo rigorous studies to assess their effectiveness compared to a world
without those incentives, and encourage businesses to hire local Seattle residents
rather than non-resident commuters.

•

Business Tax Incentives: A common but expensive policy is business tax cuts for
companies that promise to relocate or expand in Seattle. Most research shows a 10
percent cut in local business taxes increases economic activity and employment by
about 2-3 percent.31 While that might be an important boost to the economy, it
comes at a staggering cost of about $7,000 per new job in lost tax dollars.

•

Job Training: A much more effective strategy is customized job training that matches
Seattle companies with custom-trained workers. This is typically done through local
community colleges and similar programs are already in place at the Seattle
Community Colleges. Research has shown
custom job training is an effective local
development tool, and can be 10 to 15 times
more effective per dollar at raising local
incomes than business tax incentives.32

“Customized job
training through
community colleges is
an effective jobs
policy.”

•

Information and Advice: Another cost-effective
strategy is offering “extension services” to
companies. These programs provide
information and advice to small- and
medium-sized Seattle companies to help them
find new markets, learn about taxes and regulations, and connect with local
academics and consultants who can help with product design and business
productivity. Studies show these services significantly boost business sales, cut
operating costs and improve productivity at relatively little cost to taxpayers.33

•

Encouraging Entrepreneurship: A final strategy is to encourage entrepreneurship and
small-business formation in Seattle. Research has shown these policies can be very
effective at raising local incomes. Programs that teach business planning and
marketing—particular to women, minority and low-income entrepreneurs—have
been shown to increase start-ups.34 Additionally, business incubators that provide
free or subsidized equipment and office space for start-ups have been effective in
many cities.35 The UW’s Center for Commercialization New Ventures Facility which
opened in 2012 is an excellent local example.36

31

Bartik (1992) and Wasylenko (1997).
Hollenbeck (2008); Hoyt et al. (2008); and Osterman and Batt (1993).
33
U.S. Department of Commerce (2002); and Oldsman and Russell (1999).
34
Benus et al. (1994).
35
Molnar et al. (1997).
36
More information about the UW facility is available online at depts.washington.edu/uwc4c/news-events/uw-launchestechnology-start-up-incubator-aims-to-double-start-ups-over-three-years/.
32
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Worker Incentives: Policies that Improve Labor Supply
•

Policies to improve worker skills and education—what economists call “human
capital”—in Seattle fall into two broad categories: (1) they can encourage workers to
seek training and improve job skills; or (2) they can promote long-term success
through early childhood health and education.

•

Customized Job Training: Community colleges can play a pivotal role in raising Seattle
incomes by improving the skills of our workforce. Research shows targeted job
training that connects specific employers with specific workers who’ve received
customized job training works much better than general training. Some studies have
found customized job training can increase the present value of local per capita
income by $30 for each dollar spent, more than 10 times the payoff of general
business tax incentives.37 One example regarded
as a model by many researchers is the customized
training program developed by the North
Carolina Community College system.38

“Early childhood
education can be a
surprisingly powerful
tool for economic
development.”

•

Early Childhood Programs: Early childhood
education and health programs are surprisingly
powerful economic development tools. Though
most people do not think of universal preschool
as an economic development policy, there have
been a large number of high-quality studies using
randomized controlled trials showing these programs boost wages, employment and
educational attainment decades later in life. Children helped by these programs
today become higher-earning Seattle residents in the future. Studies estimate
programs such as universal preschool and prenatal nurse visits can increase the
present value of local incomes by 2-3 times the cost of the program.39 A variety of
examples of successful local early childhood programs are discussed in Bartik (2008).

•

General Lessons: Finally, a general lesson for development incentives is that they are
most effective when targeting people and businesses in the stage of their lifecycle
that’s most responsive to intervention. For companies, research suggests new startups and small companies face informational and financial hurdles that city-level
programs can help overcome. For workers, early-age interventions are generally most
powerful as they reach individuals when they’re most malleable. Later-stage
interventions may still have important effects, but are generally more costly and less
effective than youth-focused programs.

37

Osterman and Batt (1993); and Bartik (2011).
More information about the North Carolina Community College program is available at
www.nccommunitycolleges.edu/Business_and_Industry/CustomizedTraining.htm.
39
See Bartik (2008) for a detailed evaluation of the economic effects of early childhood education. As examples of
exemplary programs he suggests “the Perry Preschool Project, the Chicago Child-Parent Center Program for preschoolers
and early elementary school students, the Abecedarian full-time child care and preschool program from birth to age 5, and
the Nurse Family Partnership program, that provides nurse home visits to needy first-time mothers from the prenatal
period to age 2.”
38
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